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1 Introduction

**Generative program systems** Generative programming is an approach in which carefully generalised software modules are created and then concrete variations of these generalised modules are combined to fulfil the specific needs in different situations. A program system is generative if it employs generative programming. The transition from the generalised version to the concrete variation can either be run time, load time, link time, compile time, or some mixture of these. This thesis discussion is restricted to the compile time version, where parts of the program code are generated by the production toolchain. Among the frequent usages of generic programming are applying the DRY principle and generic constructs.

The **DRY principle** is short for “do not repeat yourself”. The point here is consistency. Whenever the same information is present multiple times, it is an implicit task to keep them consistent, otherwise bugs occur. DRY not only saves you from having to apply a change consequently. In many cases, in particular what generative programming is mostly good for, a long, tedious, or even unfeasable process can be automated.

Generics are the application of the DRY principle in a very direct form. They enable the programmer to write the same algorithm or data structure or big program components once in a general form, which later can be reused in concrete situations, substituting the free parameters with actual values. These free parameters are usually types or constants. Some languages also allow generic parametrisation with function references or other generic constructs.

Programs that manipulate other programs as data are called **meta programs**. We speak about **generative metaprogramming** if generative programming is implemented by metaprograms.

**Large-scale program systems** There is no objective definition for what large-scale means. The definition I gave is the following: a program system is large-scale, if it is not feasible for a single programmer to know each subtle detail of the implementation. The **zlib** compression library counts 13k LOC with 2 main authors. Linux kernel 3.2 has 15M LOC with 1316 developers involved. Daniel Chapman in [16] says: “The kernel project has long since grown to a size where no single developer could possibly inspect and select every patch unassisted.” Interestingly, complexity tends to grow together with size regardless of programming language, paradigm or methodology.

An important aspect is **build time**. It is not uncommon for a large-scale system to have build times of hours. Build time is an example of non-functional requirements. Another category of non-functional require-
ments is run time performance: speed, responsiveness, CPU and/or memory load, usage of exclusive resources etc. Performance problems are typically sneaky. Performance indicators rarely get worse dramatically. It is rather common that they have a slow tendency of becoming worse and worse.

Comprehension also gets more and more important as size grows. This need is present at each abstraction level: good naming convention for the source code elements, design review, communicating major architectural decisions. If communication is insufficient, diverse solutions appear to similar problems. This not only leads to an inconsistent design, but further extends the code base to maintain, with each its long term consequences listed in this section.

2 Goals

We have seen that large-scale systems have numerous additional issues to handle compared to smaller ones. This is, of course, true for large-scale generative systems as well. My theses focus on specific areas. Instead of giving general answers to general questions, my goal was providing readily applicable methods, approaches to some selected every day industrial problems.

Full build time can be substantially reduced with unity build, which is a very unconventional compilation approach, where originally separately compiled units are compiled together. My aim was evaluating the applicability of unity build on large C++ projects and establishing the foundations of the technique by detailed analysis. Is unity build effective enough in reducing build times to compensate for the unconventional, and consequently error-prone use of the language? What are the possible side effects of applying unity build? How can we avoid the unwanted side effects of unity build?

It was two decades ago when the first C++ template metaprogram was published. It turned out that template metaprogramming (TMP) in C++ is actually a Turing-complete embedded functional language. While diagnostic functionalities are natural parts of most programming environments, this was not true for C++ TMP. Still, after many years and wide usage, there was no convenient toolset that supports TMP. My goal was finding methods for debugging and profiling template metaprograms as naturally as with run time programs. Is there a reliable way to get information about the steps of a running template metaprogram without modifying the compiler? What methods could provide the same debugging functionalities for TMP that we are used to for run time programs (stepwise execution, breakpoints, call stack)? What methods could provide memory usage and execution time profiling for TMP?
For effective memory behaviour analysis, a type-aware heap profiler is a must. Contrary to other OO languages, C++ does not have direct support for tracking types of allocated objects. I aimed at providing a complete solution for type-aware heap profiling of large scale C++ programs. Is there a reliable way to preserve type information of allocations to use in a C++ heap profiler without modifying the compiler? Provided that we have detailed information about the allocations of our application, including object types, how can we effectively use that information for detailed analysis of heap behaviour? What algorithms can ensure smoothness and responsiveness of an analyser application if the analysed heap behaviour data is collected from long program execution and is therefore huge?

3 Analysis of unity build

According to my measurements with open source libraries the amount of processed source code is significantly larger than the amount of effective code:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Code</th>
<th>Preprocessor Include Files</th>
<th>Actual Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#include ...</td>
<td>+2% preprocessor</td>
<td>+290000%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#include ...</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unity build eliminates multiple processing of the same header files in different source units by compiling several, originally standalone units as single compilation unit:

```
#include "source1"
#include "source2"
```

My measurements showed that this unification is able to significantly reduce build time even if the project already used precompiled headers for faster compilation. Therefore the method has relevance in large systems.

I enumerated the possible side effects that are caused by #include-ing originally standalone compilation units into one. Originally local (static) symbols suddenly become visible in unrelated units, or locally introduced preprocessor macros may have side effects in foreign units, for example. I provided best practices for handling problematic situations, such as conflicting symbols or ODR violation.
I formulated a set of equivalence criteria for determining if the unity built code has any silent side effects compared to the one by one compiled version:

\[ EQ := EQ_u \land EQ_t \land EQ_a \]

\( EQ_u \) checks unit level consistency ensuring that the same units are compiled. \( EQ_t \) tests if the token sequence of the corresponding units are exactly the same in the two compilation variants. \( EQ_a \), the strongest check, compares substructures of abstract binding trees to avoid side effects caused by dangling \texttt{using} declarations or any other hardly detectable semantic difference.

**Thesis 1** (Analysis of unity build). *I analysed the unity build technique and measured its effectiveness to reduce build times focusing primarily on full build times. Based on case studies with three open source libraries I determined the pros and cons of applying unity build on existing projects and derived recommended approaches for its implementation. I defined a set of criteria that allow automatic detection of unwanted silent semantic changes caused by the unification. I also derived an algorithm for the implementation of this equivalence check.*

4 Template metaprogram diagnostics

To support TMP diagnostics we should somehow get information out of the compiler about the template instantiations during compilation. Unruh’s prime number generator is a template metaprogram that prints prime numbers in the form of warnings at compile time. This means that we have a method for outputting information from within a template metaprogram without stopping its execution. I elaborated this approach and created a complete workflow for retrieving a position correct trace file describing TMP related events of the compilation. Figure 1 shows the structure of the framework, that I named Templight.

The process begins with the automatic identification of template constructs in the source code (annotation). Then warning-emitting code fragments are instrumented at the beginning and end of each template definition. When the compiler instantiates a template, these code fragments produce a warning message on the compilation output signalling that a template related event occurred. These template events are reconstructed from the compilation output, and are written to a trace file.
Thesis 2 (Template metaprogram instrumentation). I developed a method for instrumenting C++ template metaprograms. The basic concept of the method is the pattern based recognition of template constructs and the insertion of warning generator code fragments. Based on the method I implemented a prototype framework that outputs a position-correct trace file containing all necessary information to reconstruct the full TMP execution. The framework can be adapted to new compilation environments easily.
When thinking about an ideal TMP debugger, first I enumerated the frequently used debugging operations of run time programs. I found an analogy between TMP execution and run time execution, and mapped these debugging operations to TMP. According to this analogy I specified the operations of a TMP debugger. Based on the properties of TMP (referential transparency, for example, that comes from TMP being a functional language, as already stated in Section 2) I derived that reverse debugging and direct time jump operations can be implemented in a TMP debugger.

For trace file generation besides the more portable instrumentation method of Thesis 2 I also discussed the more powerful compiler modification variant. I showed three different TMP debugger applications: an IDE extension [8], a standalone TMP IDE [3], and a standalone TMP debugger [14].

**Thesis 3** (Methods for template metaprogram debugging). *I developed two methods for implementing debuggers for C++ template metaprograms. Both method is based on a trace file describing the template events. Besides the non-intrusive data extraction method that utilises the instrumentation technique of Thesis 2, I presented one that is based on compiler modification, and has some advantages over the non-intrusive version. I showed three applications that demonstrate how my methods can be used to implement template debugger functionalities. An implementation based on my research is becoming de facto standard for template metaprogram debugging [14, 17, 18, 19, 20].*

For TMP profiling I identified one existing and three new methods:

- **FC** measure full compilation time
- **WO** instrument warning generating code fragments and measure times out-of-process
- **WI** instrument warning generating code fragments and measure times in-process
- **BI** built-in support for profiling

In case of FC I analysed the effects of separate preprocessing as a possible enhancement. I described the details of the BI method with important implementation considerations about achieving insignificant distortion. Then I presented measurements performed by using the BI method, to analyse different aspects of the WI and WO methods and TMP compilation times in debug and release modes. I discussed the pros and cons of each method, compared their implementation difficulties and precision based on the measurements.
Thesis 4 (Methods for template metaprogram profiling). I identified one existing and three new methods for implementing profilers for C++ template metaprograms with different strengths. Supported by detailed measurements I pointed out important aspects of applying these methods in practice. An implementation based on my research is becoming de facto standard for template metaprogram profiling [14, 18, 19, 20].

5 Type-preserving heap profiler for C++

Memory profilers are key tools for understanding the run time behaviour of modern object-oriented programs. Although languages like C++ strongly rely on types and classes, most C++ memory profilers fail to provide sufficient information on actual types of memory allocations.

I showed the system structure and data structures of a type preserving heap profiler for C++. My framework provides detailed type information of each heap related operation in addition to usual profiling features. I discussed important implementation details as well as possible pitfalls and their solutions.

To support program comprehension a filter graph approach allows the user to construct arbitrary queries in a fairly convenient way. Various visualisation possibilities are available to examine profiling result. My solution is highly platform independent and has moderate memory and speed footprint.

Timeline view displays total memory occupation of the application as a function of time. This view is very useful in practice, but it needs efficient algorithms to cope with the huge amount of aggregated entries. I used real usage statistics to determine key optimisation targets and presented asymptotically optimal algorithms for timeline view visualisation. My algorithm for displaying cumulative values is capable of handling millions of allocation entries and displayed entries well above $10^{10}$.

As a case study I used the framework to find and fix a performance issue in a code base that was new and unknown to me.

Thesis 5 (Type-preserving heap profiler). I developed a method for preserving type information in C++ heap profilers. The method is platform independent, and has low memory footprint. I provided optimal algorithms for the performance critical timeline view visualisation. I demonstrated the applicability of the approach in real projects by pinpointing and fixing a performance bug in an open source text editor.
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6 Impact

The relevance of my research is demonstrated by citations both in academic papers and by developer communities. I found 14 independent citations to my publications. 18 additional citations are from my fellow researchers to 8 of my publications in 10 papers. Altogether 32 citations refer to 9 of my publications, covering all five theses.

The Templar TMP debugger and profiler [14] that is based on my TMP diagnostic methods is getting more and more popular. In [18] a gdb-like command line interface is available for TMP debugging. This debugger uses Template Instantiation Observer, an extension of clang for monitoring template instantiation events, which is a generalisation of the former Templight implementation. The corresponding modifications in clang (Templight trace generation [19] and the observer [20]) are expected to become official features of the compiler making the method de facto standard.

For other compilers and IDEs I found feature requests for TMP debugging and profiling referencing my corresponding publications.

My heap profiler was chosen to be the opening meetup topic [15] of the Hungarian C++ Community. Authors of a recent work [21] cite my publication as the only profiler they are aware of that provides fine-grained type information for C.
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